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Abstract 
Through coordinately work of input layer module, hidden layer module, output layer module and 

back propagation calculation module to complete the whole system of the closed-loop calculation, this is a 
process of FPGA realization of PID controller based on BP neural network. Operation of the entire system 
with FPGA internal clock coordination is unified coordination, just provide clock and reset signals can 
automatically tune parameters of PID controller. 
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1. Introduction 

FPGA means Field Programmable Gate Array, the boundaries between software and 
hardware is redistricted with FPGA rise, however, the requirements for large capacity, low 
voltage and low power consumption of FPGA products is becoming high with the improvement 
of people's living standards. This means the difficulty of the design of the FPGA is increasing. At 
present, engineers are keen to combine intelligence with FPGA and all kinds of intelligent 
products came into being [1]. DSP Builder is a development tool of digital signal processing 
(DSP), it provides an interface between the QuartusII and the Matlab/Simulink. When designing 
a DSP system in the programmable logic device (PLD), development tools which support 
advanced algorithms and hardware description language (HDL) are required [2-3]. Matlab and 
Simulink have the ability of algorithm development, simulation and confirmation, DSP Builder 
combines these tools with the development tools of Altera then provides a whole DSP 
development platform. This article firstly gives the hardware graph of the whole system then 
detailedly describes the design of modules. Lastly, in the end of the article there gives a 
simulation example, and the results of simulation prove that the design strategy is effective.  
 
 
2. Hardware Structure 

Figure 1 is a hardware structure diagram of PID controller based on BP neural network, 
initial module, input layer computation module, hidden layer computation module, output layer 
computation module, hidden layer weight value adjustment module, input layer weights 
adjustment module, control module and memory module together consist of parameter self-
setting controller in FPGA [4-6]. Because the entire closed loop control is implemented in FPGA, 
so put output yout and error in input layer calculation module (not directly displayed in Figure 1) 
in design. In which memory module 1 to save the hidden layer input values, memory module 2 
to save the hidden layer output values, memory module 3 to save the output data, memory 
module 4 to save the hidden layer weights data, memory module 5 to save the input layer 
weights data. 

After a system has been power-on, firstly system gives out reset signal, when system 
received a reset signal and detected reset is ending, the control module will control all modules 
to run, and reset all control signals then obtain a group of PID control parameters through the 
calculation of the input layer [7-9], hidden layer and output layer. Following continued to adjust 
the weights of BP network, firstly adjusts the hidden layer weight then adjust the output layer 
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weigh, lastly return to input layer and begin the next cycle computation. The number of cycles is 
set by the system, in this article the number of cycles is 2000. 

 
 

 
Figure 1. Hardware structure diagram of PID controller based on BP neural network 

 
 

In the above diagram, control module is the core of the whole system, controls the 
running of all other modules and provides stimulating clock and the loop control module for all 
other modules [10-11]. Calculations of the overall system are complex, it is unpractical if use 
only a module. So this section design many modules, in order to make full use of the advantage 
of DSP Builder, in this paper most design is finished by DSP Builder. 
 
 
3. Design of Function Module  

Because of the space of an article is limited, so there only detailed introduction the 
design of the input layer module and hidden layer module: 
 
3.1. Design and Implementation of the Input Layer Module 

The four data of the input layer, in addition to r(k) and constant '1' is known, y(k) and 
e(k) is variable that need to calculate. In the input layer module, It also calculated x(1), x(2) and 
x(3) at the same time. Which, )1()()1(  kekex ; )()2( kex  ; )2()1(2)()3(  kekekex . 

The design principle diagram of the module as below [12]: 
In order to ensure accuracy, data are adopted fixed-point arithmetic, combined with the 

data characteristics of the network design, Module put to use 24-bit binary, four-bit represented 
the integer part and 20-bit represented the fractional part. Input module contains multiplication 
module, division module and addition module. For division module, in order to improve the 
accuracy of the data, it firstly left shift 30-bit the input dividend. Equivalently, it firstly expanded 
30 times of the dividend, then, it right shift 30-bit the output. 
 
3.2. Design and Implementation of the Hidden Layer Module  

 The calculation of the hidden layer module have two parts which include the calculation 
of hidden input value calculation and the calculation of hidden output value [13]. 
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Figure 2. Design of input values module 
 
 

3.2.1. Input Values Calculation Module 
Calculation of hidden layer input values is the process that four inputs of the input layer 

multiplied the corresponding weight to obtain five input values of hidden layer input. This 
calculation of five input values is similar, so in order to enhance the ratio of resource utilization, 
it is necessary to calculate five hidden layer input values by using the circulation method. 
Specific design modules as shown in the following figure: 

 
 

 
 

Figure 3. Design of hidden layer input values module 
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In module design, there is a channel selection module, it provides input terminal for five 
times circulation of hidden layer input values. For weight storage, it can be implemented by 
using RAM storage module, in the process of error back-propagation, there need to store the 
data. Due to the number of input layer, hidden layer and output layers is not much, so to save 
data by defining middle signal. However, to a complex system, when the number of each 
number is enough much, there needs use memory module to save data. When read and save 
data, it is necessary to provide an address, and then provide a trigger signal to ensure that read 
and store data correctly. In module design, every weight is represented by 24-bit binary, four-bit 
represented the integer part and 20-bit represented the fractional part, each signal save two 
weight data. 
 
3.2.2. Output Values Calculation Module 

Calculation of hidden layer output is the process that uses the positive and a negative 
symmetrical sigmoid function to obtain the corresponding output value [14]. 

The design of hidden layer output is shown as follows: 
 
 

 
Figure 4. Design of hidden layer output values module 

 
 
The function of a hidden layer is piecewise function 
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The above mentioned function replaced positive and negative symmetrical Sigmoid 

function, it simplified the calculation, So there can realize piecewise function by using IF 
sentence. IF sentence has three input terminal that is two comparisons input terminal a, b and 
one cascade input terminal c (the first IF sentence does not contain input terminal c). Hidden 
layer input values module and output values module cycle five times, and save the input and 
output value of the hidden layer. Similarly, use the input values of hidden layer to calculate input 
value of output layer then to obtain the output value of output layer that is parameters of PID 
controller. 
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4. Brief Introduction of PID Control Module 
For the open-loop PID controller, the design of the calculation control module is very 

simple. The whole open-loop control module state machine is shown as follows: 
 
 

 
 

Figure 5. Structure graph of open-loop PID controller state machine 
 
 
In the above figure, state idle and state stop is a reset state and an end state. There are 

11 work state, respectively is: State st1 to state st8 and State save_2 to state save_4. 
Three output values of BP neural network are parameters of PID controller. A 

calculation process of open-loop PID controller is the part of the whole closed-loop controller. 
The whole closed-loop control module state machine is shown as follows [15]: 

 
 

 
 

Figure 6. Structure graph of closed-loop PID controller state machine 
 
 
In the above figure, state idle and state stop is a reset state and an end state. State st0 

to state st20 are all internal work state, they can be divided four parts that respectively are 
computation state of PID controller parameters (state st3~state st10), adjustment state of 
hidden layer weight (state 11~state 15), adjustment state of input layer weight (state 16~state 
20) and cycle assignment state (state st0~state st2). 
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5. Simulation Experiment and Results Analysis 
Design simulation experiment based on hidden layer module, it is detailed prescribed as 

follows [16-18]: 
 
5.1. Simulation of Hidden Layer Input Values 

The following figure is Oscillograph of hidden layer input values module, it can be seen 
when the control signal appears to raise edge, output an input value hide_input of the hidden 
layer, ena_2 control five data output of the hidden layer. When the value of ena_2 is ‘000’ then 
rink, yk, errork and constant ‘1’ multiply corresponding high 24 bits of weight wi_11, low 24 bits 
of weight wi_11, high 24 bits of weight wi_21 and low 24 bits of weight, add the results then the 
sum is the first input value of the hidden layer, similarly, when the value of ena_2 is ‘001’, obtain 
the second the input value of the hidden layer. 

 
 

 
 

Figure 7. Oscillograph of hidden layer input values module 
 

 
5.2. Simulation of Hidden Layer Output Values 

The following figure is Oscillograph of hidden layer output values module, it can be seen 
when control signal en_st3 appears to rise edge, according to the different value of the ena_2 
signal the output signal houtput (hidden output value) will get different data. When the value of 
ena_2 is ‘000’ then the system will input the value of hide_1 into piecewise function to get the 
first output value houtput of hidden layer. 
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Similarly, when the value of ena_2 is ‘001’ get the second output value of the hidden 

layer, like this circulation five times. 
In following figure, when the value of ena_2 is ‘000’ then output the corresponding value 

of hide_1. If the value of hide_1 is ‘180000’ more than 1 then the output value is ‘100000’ and 
decimal value is 1. when the value of ena_2 is ‘001’ then output the corresponding value of 
hide_2. If the value of ena_2 is ‘E70000’ less than negative 1 then the output value is ‘F00000’ 
and decimal value is -1. when the value of ena_2 is ‘010’ then output the corresponding value of 
hide_3. If the value of ena_2 is ‘080000’ decimal value is 0.5 then the output value is ‘079980’ 
and decimal value is 0.4749755859375, the actual value should be 0.475 and error is 
0.0000244140625. 
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Figure 8. Oscillograph of hidden layer output values module 
 

 
The second and following pages should begin 1.0 inch (2.54 cm) from the top edge. On 

all pages, the bottom margin should be 1-3/16 inches (2.86 cm) from the bottom edge of the 
page for 8.5 x 11-inch paper; for A4 paper, approximately 1-5/8 inches (4.13 cm) from the 
bottom edge of the page. 
 
5.3. Closed Loop Simulation of PID Controller 

The following figure is Oscillograph of closed loop simulation of PID controller, the value 
of system cycle control signal k is 1990 to 2000, the 2000th circulation get the value of Kp, Ki, 
Kd, respectively are 028075 H, 087130 H, 02 E554H, transform into the decimal respectively 
are: Kp=0.1563616, Ki=0.52763, Kd=0.1810133. Use the procedures of MATLAB simulation 
software and get Kp, Ki, Kd, the values respectively are: Kp = 0.1543, Ki = 0.52433, Kd = 
0.17803. After comparison, the errors respectively are 0.00206, 0.0033 and 0.002983. 

 
 

  
 

Figure 9. Oscillograph of PID controller 
 
 
Model sim is a simple, powerful logic simulation tools. Use Modelsim can get the 

analogue waveform of signal and to analyze the result is intuitive. Simulation VHDL documents 
of Quartus II by using Modelsim, the Oscillograph are shown as follows: 
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Figure 10. Oscillograph of PID controller parameters by using Model simulation 
 

 
6. Conclusion 

This paper researched FPGA realization of PID controller based on BP neural network, 
the system module is divided and designed. The division of modules is very important to design. 
The article combines simulation technology to complete function confirmation based on 
feasibility and correctness of the whole system. The use of the simulation software verified the 
function and timing sequence, ensured the actual performance of the system, and guaranteed 
orderly work of each module under the clock coordination. In this paper, the programming 
language is VHDL language, it not only has completed the computation process from the input 
layer to output layer but also has completed the calculation of PID controlled object samples 
value. It ensures that the design module is universal and reliability and reduce the workload of 
design. 
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